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The Bird 

Yesterday I heard a noise 

Eye to the window 

I saw the last life 

It fell with a groan 

The Bird was dead 

I was all alone 

I opened the door to touch the death 

Nothing remained, yet all was left

But that 

That last twitch was all I saw 

All I saw to know much more 

I a bird had not yet died 

I clung to that last twitch and cried

No longer did I need to toil

For yesterday 

I felt a noise. 

- Jules Haddock
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Foreword: 

If someone said to me as a teenager “Get 

ready little warrior, as you are going to 

experience episodes of mental illness, and 

you will be challenged. Yet you will find a way 

out of the maze of confusion, and as you 

emerge strong and whole you will then run an 

Arts Festival.” I would have probably asked 

them “What kind of delusion are you 

experiencing?” 
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But in fact, this is what really happened.  

 

My early life course was not that different 

from many others growing up. A loving 

Christian family, solid Christian schooling, 

sound circle of youth friends, but 

unfortunately, mixed into this menu by the 

chef of life hands, were some powerful chilli 

hot ingredients.  I came to know this hot chilli 

experience as child trauma. My trauma. My 

perceived trauma. I say ‘perceived’ as it was 

a very real trauma to me, and I later came to 

awareness that similar trauma is experienced 

by many other diners at the table of life.  

 

I now know that if a feather is placed in the 

sand, and you are part of a circle of people 

looking at it, your perception would be 

different from those around you. I have sadly 
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seen over the years that people place their 

perceptions of trauma upon others, ruling out 

the impact and resulting support that a 

person, whether child or adult, ultimately 

requires.  

 

So, what was this trauma? Like many, you will 

probably be curious about this trauma, but in 

my journey of finding me and my sanity, this 

is no longer important, as forgiveness and the 

reflection of an often futile search for recovery 

is more important to me, than the incidents 

themselves. So, in short, my lips are 

peacefully sealed with the details of these 

traumatic events. 

 

I hold no animosity, no grief and no regrets 

about every facet of my life. Like a young 

sapling, many seasons must be endured until 

we blossom as a full-grown tree. It takes one 
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seed to build a forest, and that is what I have 

built in my recovery. 

 

For this reason, my heart and mind will always 

sing praise for the design and the choices I 

was given to manage my life and my mind. 

My divine creator, God, the peace giver, the 

hope of our recovery, restored me to be me. 

But how did I figure this out? 

 

Eventually embarking on a career as a mental 

health educator, I was naturally curious to 

unpack the theory and application of recovery 

in my own life. The following chapters unpack 

the good, the bad, and the ugly, as I 

endeavoured to find some sense of peaceful 

resolve in my life. I discovered that there is 

no right or wrong journey for anyone, as each 

of us is unique and so too is our journey. I can 

confidently say though, that nothing, nothing, 
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nothing in this world could ever meet the 

finding of hope I found in my faith.  

 

Why have I chosen to share my story? The 

answer lies within the eventual unfolding of 

my own recovery. ‘Peer support’ is where a 

person with lived experience supports another 

person experiencing mental illness. Those of 

us who have experienced peer support know 

it has powerful impacts upon our positive 

recovery. Over the years in sharing my story, 

I cannot even keep count of the disclosures I 

have heard, where loneliness has trapped 

people into a realm of silent pain - not 

disclosing - and working through past pain all 

alone. Until, upon hearing my story, or those 

of others with similar mental illness 

experiences, they are given permission to 

disclose and feel a supressed pain, that has 
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been bubbling away for years, like molten 

lava, begin to flow.  

 

In my own transformation, there have been 

numerous moments others assisted me by 

sharing their vulnerability, inviting me into a 

healing place that only vulnerability can offer.  

 

This book of my reflections is a huge thank 

you to all those people. Although our genetic 

coding, our personal experiences and 

recovery is unique, we need each other in this 

conversation of healing.  

 

Like one hand on the shoulder of another, as 

this is my signature training activity for all 

groups, when I deliver mental education, this 

is a book for you, the reader. This book is to 

remind you that we are not alone and should 
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not be alone in the journey of managing our 

minds. 

There is no shame in vulnerability, it is the 

place we find our strengths and begin to see 

our strengths shine.  

 

I pray you find something in my story that 

makes sense for you in your journey, or that 

of others you are supporting. Remember, we 

are all a part of the grand plan, just lean into 

the shoulders of one another and find the 

strength and then ‘purpose’ of you.  

 

God designed you as someone with a purpose 

in this world. A world that needs you.  

 

Blessings Jules  
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RECOVERY BIRDS 

Chapter 1 

 

 

 

I like watching birds. They fly and soar 

on the currents of life.  

They sing of happiness.  

They never worry about their 

feathers, nor complain about 

 food and water. 
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For as long as I can remember I have loved 

birds. Perhaps this love was a result of both 

my Nanna’s huge aviary of canaries and 

budgies which I loved to enter as a small child, 

surrounded by the freedom of flapping wings, 

chirping song and personal flight. Or perhaps 

it was the support of my parents who allowed 

me to breed birds that feathered this interest 

in birds. Either way, I was secretly admirable, 

and I guess envious of their ability to soar and 

escape, or peck and attack if cornered.  

Ironically the fight flight response of a bird 

was to later sit so engrained in how I managed 

my personal pain. Fight, with in-turned anger 

to myself, and at times others, or ultimately 

fly away from the traumas I was to 

experience.  

 

Yet the most important element of the 

flapping little feathered friends in my life as a 
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child was something I would only appreciate 

as an adult, in relation to the science-based 

recovery model of my mental illness 

experiences.  

 

These little birds needed me to clean, water 

and feed them, as unlike wild birds of 

freedom, they could not spend their days 

foraging for food and water. I was their life 

tap. I was their life giver. I had control and 

with that, I had choices. Do they live, or die? 

 

So why was this so important to my later 

recovery from Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder?  In short it was the learning of the 

words and actions associated with that of 

responsibility. There is only one way to learn 

to live a responsible life. How else does a child 

learn to be responsible, unless they are given 

tasks to complete, for which they are 
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responsible? Putting out bins and raking 

leaves were sound lessons, but they lacked 

the intrinsic drive to accept responsibility. My 

intrinsic drive was that I loved these birds. I 

accepted the concept of responsibility and 

acted on it.  

 

Little was I to know as a young bird that years 

later I would need to turn this acceptance, and 

action of responsibility, and newfound self-

love, upon myself in my own mental recovery.  

 

Little was I to know that I had to accept I had 

a mental illness, and despite excellent clinical 

and non-clinical support, it was me alone that 

was responsible for my recovery.  

 

Or so I thought.  
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INTRODUCING TRAUMA 

Chapter 2 

 

 

 

When we start in the nest  

everything seems okay. 

But experiences and fear can throw our 

life off course. 

I flew from my fears. 

 I flew to a place I didn't know. 
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I believe I was around 6 when I first 

experienced a life trauma. At the time I had 

no measuring tape of life experiences to tell 

me this was in fact episodes of real trauma, 

nor did I have the cognitive intellect to assess 

this and know what to do. If anything, this 

was the beginning of fear about the world, 

and my relationship to that world. Internal 

thought trains started to tell me I was 

involved in a wrong. I was part of the wrong, 

therefore I was wrong. 

 

 What do you do with being wrong? You hide 

it. So, like a snail I retreated into myself. Like 

a bird I flew from my fears and started to 

investigate myself, exploring strategies to not 

think about the events that were rattling and 

pecking at my brain with a flurry of pain.  
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I was to begin my recovery with the only 

guide I knew.  

 

Myself.  

 

When I began as a healed adult, unpacking 

the elements of my trauma survival as a child, 

there is a resounding orchestra of joy, as 

innately I did manage my trauma as a child, 

even though I was in flight of the memories 

that would ultimately surface later.  

 

The formula of recovery as a child was a 

combination of the science of recovery, 

combined with the hurting extrovert child who 

secured the family nick name Bizz. I always 

think I was really the Anxious Bizzy Bee. I was 

innately drawn to tools that would assist me 

to manage this period of my life.  
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The joy is in the fact that I tapped into the 

Bizz Warrior inside of me, with the offerings 

that then surrounded me. Like many children, 

I managed trauma. But like many children, 

becoming an adult would require me to fly 

backwards, to go back and unwrap the worst 

gift my memories could offer. But for now, I 

navigated my flight through the primary years 

of my life.  

 

What were the opportunities life offered me to 

manifest the beginning of my recovery as a 

young child?  Did I know at the time that 

swimming in the pool every day would give 

me mind peace? Did I know that climbing the 

trees, building cubbies, and being surrounded 

by the sounds of nature would give me mind 

peace? Did I know that the birds gave me love 

as they taught me responsibility to gain mind 

peace?  Did I know that being lost in song and 
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dance as I watched the records spin, would 

give me mind peace? Did I know that 

becoming a young artist, drawing, sculpting, 

and painting, would give me mind peace? Did 

I know that my God had placed the right 

people at the right time to comfort me and 

give me mind peace?  

 

Did I know intellectually the model of recovery 

in finding mind peace?  

In short - No I did not, but this is more 

evidence that from an early age, I was given 

what I could handle.   

 

Needless to say, the child warrior was being 

formed for the battle of mind peace. 
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TOXIC THOUGHTS 

Chapter 3 

 

 

 

I began to worry. 

I worried so much I became sick. 

 I had sick thoughts, sick feelings, and 

sick behaviour.  

I didn’t know who I was anymore.  

I searched for myself. 
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Moving into my teens and the scientific 

prediction of mental illness arising during that 

age span, I dawned into a talented era, of 

wearing a mask. 

 

Masks have been a long-standing symbol of 

mental illness. A mask to hide pain, to hide 

perceived weakness, to hide shame and all 

the other toxic train thoughts that would taint, 

in my case, the bubbly bright extroverted 

Bizzy Bee personality with which I was 

labelled.  

 

It was only later in my recovery that I learnt 

the mask was of some benefit to me at the 

time, as I was really hiding myself from 

memories that when evoked, hurt too much. 

Hurt too much to handle.  
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During my teens, I found myself attracted to 

school theatre, as a natural thespian, who had 

previous years of acting a part to the world 

whilst hiding my pain. My creative self 

became more prominent, spending hours on 

illustrating projects and less on exploring the 

theoretical nature of a school task. In many 

ways I was very blessed to be a part of an 

education system which recognised these 

qualities. Art and creativity were surging as 

my emotional voice. A voice that desperately 

needed to be heard. 

 

But who would have known that the school 

leader, charmer of the people, confident, 

humorous, socially adept Bizz, was struggling 

inside? Crippled with broken feathers of self-

doubt, inner flight turmoil and tired wings. 

Too frightened to face my memories of fear, 

to confused to share my emotions in case like 
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a victimised hen, I was thrown to be 

slaughtered.  

 

I later saw my complete ignorance then, of 

the fact that my past trauma was the rotten 

apple core, of my current state.  

 

The mask made my life a lot simpler. Hide, 

run, and fly away in a persona of the beautiful 

winged bird of high school performance.  

 

My creative spirit continued to soar 

throughout my teens, and comfort my 

emotional voice, until in my 18th year I 

experienced a WHAM moment.  

 

My final year at school unveiled the ring 

master of my new art class and circus stage 

performance. The scene was set with an art 

teacher, who for some reason exasperated 
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my anxiety. Added to this, I found out that the 

only other student to be with me in this art 

class, was in my eyes the perfect person I 

wanted to be. In the turbulent winds of 

anxiety, and the fear of spending a whole year 

with two people that evoked a complicated 

fear inside of my facade, I flew and withdrew 

from my emotional anchor, the world of art.  

   

Following this decision to end my art studies, 

my emotional voice stifled, the phoenix inside 

of me was not rising, instead what rose was 

my first major experience of mental illness: a 

winged eating disorder.  

 

At first it fluttered with a self-loathing of my 

image. This then progressed to a complete 

uncontrolled confusion entwined with 

excessive bedroom exercise. Until eventually 

the spark of self-discovery found comfort in 
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regurgitating my food. But so different from a 

mother bird nourishing her baby, I was killing 

the baby child within me.  

 

Thankfully, I had not patterned this behaviour 

for long, and my confused parents on 

discovering this confused daughter, correctly 

took me for clinical help. 

This was my first literary language experience 

of education around mental illness, that was 

to later forge its presence in my adult career. 

I began to learn the important need to 

understand that I was experiencing a word 

called ‘mental’ illness, and there was 

treatment. Little did I know that this was the 

formation of my platform now as a mental 

health educator.  The comforting sound of the 

psychiatrist saying, ‘You have an eating 

disorder’, was a pure bird song of relief. For 

the first time in my life, the label of Eating 
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Disorder meant I was not alone and there was 

a sense of order in my mind.  

 

This was to be the first time of many, where I 

had been given permission to be vulnerable, 

and that vulnerability had a name that other 

people experienced, just like me. Eating 

Disorder. 

 

Alas, the foolishness of the psychiatrist who 

listed the possible causes of this eating 

disorder. We collectively chose the cause, as 

me, feeling out of control in the choices of my 

future study upon my impending end to high 

school. The grand plan was I was going to be 

a primary teacher. Perhaps I had chosen 

primary teaching to feel accepted by my 

successful career-orientated Mother, and this 

plan allowed me to dive into the illusion that I 

was going to be okay.   
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So, the cure was offered. This saw 

behavioural eating modifications, and the 

chance to change the educational career 

course I had chosen.  

 

That ended my one and only clinical session 

and treatment at this point.  

The moment was swept under the carpet, the 

house spring cleaned, and the mask went 

back on.  

 

Looking back at my first clinical experience 

with this psychiatrist, I feel he simply took my 

disclosure and never dived deeply enough into 

my ruffled feathers. I guess though, that I 

was not ready to disclose the early child 

traumas, and feel they were buried now so 

deeply in my memory bank of darkness, that 

I never saw the connection to share them 
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anyway. I guess I did not feel safe enough 

with him, to be the true vulnerable me. 

 

The scene of escape was set, as the cage door 

had been opened with permission to study in 

another area. Surprise surprise. I chose a 

Bachelor of Applied Art, back into a safe nest 

of creativity I flew, oblivious that at that 

moment my art was the vehicle of my 

emotional outlet.  

 

 

The child warrior was resting from the battle 

of mind peace with the armour of art. 
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I NEEDED PEOPLE TO FIX ME 

Chapter 4 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in other people, 

but that only 

made me more anxious. 
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Oh, in love to be I so desired, as my 

mothering instincts started to bubble. I did 

not have bird pets anymore, but I longed for 

my own chicklings.  

 

Ironically I met a kind man who loved me. On 

reflection, how was I to love, when deep 

inside I did not like the girl under the mask? I 

did not love me. 

 

But as life would have it, I felt forced to marry, 

as the correct procedure from our family of 

magpie-like parents. Deep inside my memory 

log, I remember one night when my inner 

child said fly away from this relationship. The 

flightless bird inside of me was absorbed in 

the desires of others, too untrusting of this 

inner voice to act on it. So, I stayed in the 

cage. 
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Rolling up my sleeves, donning on my clay 

working overalls, I moulded a seemingly 

happy life with my then husband. And it was 

to a degree, especially in the kiln of life as we 

created two beautiful children together. 

 

 Every memory of my past trauma was now 

clouded in the day to day workings of a 

professional woman, mother, daughter, and 

wife. I still dabbled in creativity which was my 

life thread, and I guess I could have half 

floated in this existence of perceived 

happiness.  

 

Until one day, the table turned.  

 

On this day, I gave birth to my baby daughter. 

Yet with the beauty of my daughter, came the 

beast of past experiences, only in emotion. I 

gave birth to old, yet new pain.  
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As an unpredicted emotional sadness arose, 

my daughter evoked in me the suppressed 

wounded child I thought I had buried in my 

mask of life long ago. I learnt later in one of 

my clinical sessions that the inner child in me 

was nudged in the presence of this pure, 

clean, untainted daughter. I was once clean. 

I was once not tainted. Where had I gone?  

From the dark sludge of my mind, again my 

child trauma began to emerge.  

 

The presentation of this pain, or my second 

experience of mental illness, was now labelled 

Post Natal Depression. I am so ever thankful 

that I experienced depression at this level, to 

empathise with the crippling nature of having 

every bird song and colourful feather 

arrangement appear black in the cloud of 

depression.  
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I am also very grateful to the wonderful 

doctor, who validated and normalised my 

state, and provided me with my first powerful 

peer support experience of my recovery. I 

remember leaving his clinic with puffy red 

eyes, a script in one hand, but comfort in the 

sharing of his own wife’s experiences with 

Post Natal Depression. A doctor’s wife is 

normal, I thought. So, I was normal. 

 

Once again, I was gifted with the power of 

mental health education, and now a new gift, 

the power of peer support.  Once again, I had 

been given permission to be vulnerable.  

 

In time I got better. I heard the faint dawn 

call of a bird, to make something new of my 

life.  
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This moment, when the recovery pathway 

projected its need to commence into action, 

was in pursuit of my career, but really, it was 

deep down in pursuit for self-healing. I chose 

to study part time in a Diploma of Welfare, 

thirsty for the theories of the world. Classes 

were exciting, as I drank the newfound deeper 

level of education about the world, oblivious 

to the splash of the wave that would educate 

my own life and change me forever.  

 

On this life changing day, a colleague who had 

shared elements of a trauma incident that she 

had experienced, one day, one plain simple 

school day, sat next to me in class. One very 

important life changing day. On this day, she 

noted the ruffling of my feathers and the 

silencing of my normal vivacious chatter in the 

classroom, for upon hearing the context topic 

of the day from the lecturer who was 
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attempting to quieten the class for 

commencement, I heard the battle call.   

 

Today we will be examining the effects of ….. 

Child Abuse. 

 

My mask fell off. 

 

In a violent surge beyond my control, the 

inner volcano of pain erupted inside of me. 

Twenty-four years of managing my own play 

was about to fold in a crumpled script. The 

words, ‘child abuse’, the context, the time, all 

melted together to see this internal eruption, 

spurt like an underground swell that I was 

powerless to manage. 

 

Sitting in a sweat of panic in this class, I flew 

into myself. Silent. Still. Bubbling. My only 

thought stream was centred on escape from 
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this pain, as I rehearsed the lines for course 

withdrawal. Mind ticking fast. The hurt, the 

pain, swarmed at me like a stinging swarm of 

emotional bees as I sat in the room prepping 

my wings for a one way exit flight never to 

return.  

 

The fluorescent lights targeted me. She the 

victim, they taunted, as I felt the room glare 

at me, my greatest secret had been divulged. 

She the weak one. Shame on her. Wrong. 

Wrong. Wrong Girl!  

 

If the room was the sea, I was drowning. Until 

hope entered. 

 

Hope, came from a place, from a person I 

least expected to be a lifeguard. Hope threw 

me a lifebuoy as I was being tossed round in 

the chaos of trauma flashbacks. Hope, a soft, 
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calm, inquisitive voice of care, spoke as I was 

gathering my books at the close of this torture 

class, never to return.  

The Voice.  

Hope.  

The voice so calm.  

Hope.  

The voice so soft and reassuring. 

 Hope  

The voice so kind. 

 

“Jules”, my lifeguard class colleague said. 

“Are you okay? “ 

 

I looked with no words knowing she knew.  

I walked with no words knowing I was safe 

with her. 

I listened with no words, to hear. “I know. 

You’re not alone.” 

WE exited the classroom. 
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The next 10-minute walk saw her disclose her 

own experience. She asked nothing of me, 

only reassuringly telling me she knew. The 

next ten minutes she completed the ALGEE 

model which at the time did not exist. This is 

the ALGEE Mental Health First Aid model 

which I now teach as a Principal Master Mental 

Health Instructor. The ALGEE model that 

provides confidence to Approach, Assess and 

Assist. The ALGEE model where we Listen 

Non-Judgementally. The ALGEE model where 

we Give Support and Information. The ALGEE 

Model where we Encourage Professional 

Support. The ALGEE model where we 

encourage all other supports.  In those ten 

minutes she gave me the greatest gift any 

human being could give to another, who has 

secretly hidden years of confused pain.  
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She gave me permission to disclose. She 

opened the window of Hope. 

 

From that point I did seek the first relevant 

clinical support, related to my child trauma, 

where I disclosed for the first time the details 

I had spent twenty four years flying from.  I 

disclosed my past trauma to my family. I 

disclosed to my friends. Most importantly, I 

disclosed to myself.  

 

The mask had partly dropped, and now, I was 

ready to tell the trauma stories, and feel only 

the oil surface on water pain. Later in recovery 

I was to grapple with the real feelings of this 

trauma, and dive into the full liquid of 

emotion. For now, the telling was what I 

needed. 
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During these sessions of narrative trauma 

telling, the phoenix of battle began to rise. 

The warrior was preparing for battle. It was 

time to explore myself and what the world 

could offer me as armour, to secure a hold on 

this inner battle once and for all. 

 

Now let the flight game begin, I cried. 

 

Move over child warrior, as it was the adult 

warrior’s turn to prepare for the battle of mind 

peace. 
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BODY FUELS 

Chapter 5 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in unhealthy 

drinks, eating or not eating foods. 

But that only made me more anxious 
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What? It was not supposed to be like this. 

After separating with the “I need to find 

myself” routine script exit speech, I left my 

seemingly happy life to find myself, only to fall 

into the arms of toxicity.  

A new man. A new life. A new me. Toxic love. 

 

In the swirl of an unleashed recovery, I met 

my second husband. Wow I was working my 

married way to Hollywood status! The wild 

child was unleashed and ready to finally play, 

and who better to play with than another 

wounded partner?  

Two lost toxic children, splashing in the 

superficial toxic water, avoiding the real base 

of the well, where the depth of pain lay.  

Toxic, toxic fluid. Alcohol, which was 

seemingly always a good crutch, was the 

chosen sword of battle. At times I got lost in 

the swirl of this fluid myself. At times he lost 
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me and the children in his swirl. Lost in the 

lies that a glass of wine attempted to cover.  

 

In my heart I truly forgive the damage that 

was done during this period of my life, to him, 

from him, to me, from him, to them, from us. 

Why carry the pain of unforgiveness when the 

pain is not mine anymore?  

 

Remarkably, the saving grace was to again 

arrive in the birth of a child. Our son. Stepping 

from a child to child relationship, I clothed 

myself in parent responsibility. I grew up once 

again, only to see the mist that had layered 

over my life and the children’s. The mist that 

untreated mental illness creates for a whole 

family. I will be forever thankful for my 

children’s forgiveness when I failed them 

during this time. Eternally sorry, but knowing 
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I did the best I could at that time of my 

recovery.  

 

As an artist, if I could draw this moment of 

recovery with a single line it would be a wild 

scribble. Fortunately, with the support of a 

domestic violence worker, family, and friends, 

I left this page, only to start drawing a new 

life.  

On I marched. The adult warrior was again 

searching for a new weapon to battle for mind 

peace. 
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LOST IN WORK 

Chapter 6 

 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in working really 

hard, but that only made  

me more anxious. 
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The next few years saw me firstly pack my 

worldly goods, pack my suitcase of pain, and 

move to a new horizon searching for that 

rising sun of hope.  

As a single Mum, I had no choice but work 

hard to roof myself and support my children 

and live the dream we are all after.  

I still grappled with the illusion that happiness 

lay in finding the perfect partner, with a vague 

image of what that perfection was to be.  

 

I spent valuable time studying to further 

support my growing education career. Surely, 

I would find myself somewhere in the 

textbooks, and the flimsy feel of money? 

 

For many of us that sense of identity search 

lay for a time in my career. I was humorous, 

engaging and could scoop my audience of 

students into the palm of my hand. Teaching 
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is a great platform for frustrated actresses 

who never made it to the big Hollywood stage, 

to bow at the curtain of acceptance.  

The toxic mind critics disappeared as I flew 

around the room with captivating activities 

and messages around mental health.  

They often say clowns are sad behind their 

mask, and for all the accolades of the 

performance I received as a teacher during 

these years, nothing wiped away the still 

niggling emptiness that resounded like a 

droplet in a tin bucket.  

 

My career motivation to learn more about 

mental health was becoming a passion for me, 

as a teacher, and the spin off was that I was 

the great learner of the theory, as I was 

slowly, slowly, learning more about myself.  

Career also gave me money to feel safe in the 

bed of life, yet as my Dad always said, you 
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can’t cuddle money in bed and expect to feel 

like a millionaire in your heart life. 

Career was and still is, an important part of 

my healing, but I now know, the return I get 

today has nothing to do with the invoice I 

send out for my sessions. 

In this early career investment I had not yet 

discovered who the real banker was, that 

would eventually charge me no interest for 

investing in His life. It was something money 

could never buy.   

Under the façade of career successes, I still 

felt like a hollow teacher tree, with something 

gnawing at my trunk. The searching 

continued. 

 

The adult warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace 
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SINGING THE PAIN AWAY 

Chapter 7 

 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in music 

but that only 

made me more anxious. 
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For as long as I can remember I enjoyed 

music as a place like my art, to get lost in the 

rhythms and the sound of mind peace 

offerings. 

My little old fashion record player would spin 

me into bedroom dances and song, and I 

would flap my little dance arms with such joy.   

My high school held yearly musicals which I 

was always a part of.  I revelled in the sound 

of my voice, singing at one time as a lead in 

a play. Claps meant acceptance. A bow on the 

stage was a humbling moment of joy. 

 

Through all of the journey with music, my only 

regret was listening to the inner voices of 

negativity about my own skill in not pursuing 

it further. In the shadow of an older brother 

who was an extremely very skilled natural 

musician, I would take to heart his typical 

tongue in cheek brotherly negative 
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evaluations and critiques of my shower 

singing, where I thought I was performing in 

a great echoed safe stage of privacy and mist.  

 

Singing struck my heart chords and need to 

be lifted, so later in life, with support from no 

one, I picked up a guitar and began to teach 

myself enough tunes that would enable me to 

piece together my own songs. These bird cry 

songs were important during this period, in 

not only the process of my hand with pen and 

paper expressing my pain through lyrics, but 

allowing the flood of feel-good chemicals to 

light up my brain like no bulb in the world I 

believe can really do.   

 

These songs were ballads of complete pain 

and misery, choking many of close friends 

who heard me sing them with evoking tears. 

I did write some happy ones as I occasionally 
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do today, but the good Oscar quality ones, 

were of course, the painfilled sounds of a lost 

bird.  

 

Just like cuddling money, my guitar was too 

big, and downright too uncomfortable to 

cuddle in bed in the sad hours of the clock. It 

is very hard for a guitar to wrap you in its one 

arm! Today music is an important part of my 

life. From the moment I rise, I play music in 

the bathroom, car, working on the computer, 

cooking, and exercise. But in the early days, 

the frets of music still saw me fretting inside.  

 

The adult warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace. 
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WORKOUT WORRIES 

Chapter 8 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in too much 

exercise, but 

that only made me more anxious. 
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Run, skate, skip, hop, bounce, throw, bat, 

slide, were all actions of my life growing up.  

As a child exercise was not a choice, but a way 

of natural life. I had the complete landscape 

designed by the world’s greatest playground 

architect: trees. Climbing trees and swimming 

in the Clarke rubber pool, rain hail or 

thunderstorm. I was a fish in an ocean of 

forgetfulness.  

Water and exercise were my place of 

perfection as I swam faster than the dark 

memories glittering in the pool and sea. I 

swam. I floated. I became the water. The 

water held me in its arms, with no judgement, 

only kindness. The water made me forget. 

Even today I love to soak in the bath, 

watching water reflections in a pool, or simply 

being held by bubbles in the spa. Weekly I fill 

the vessels of water, left for my bird friends in 

the garden, as I watch them dive and sweep, 
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enveloping their feathers in the comfort of the 

water. As a symbol of peace, if the water 

vessels are full, all is good with me. 

In the teen days, I used exercise for weight 

control. With setting such a  confused goal, 

my experience was a’ love hate’ with exercise. 

If I was too fat, I exercised. If I did not 

exercise, I was too fat. ‘See saw Marjorie Daw’ 

fat, exercise. Exercise, fat. 

Softball was also a childhood recovery tool, 

and for a while I found such peace there, as I 

was given a name and a place that I called 

mine. Third base. 

Basketball was the teen sport I dribbled in for 

a while. This saw me develop a fabulous 

relationship with another player, who is still 

one of my closest mates today. Unfortunately, 

the dribble always followed a dribble of wine 

at the local, following the nightly games, 
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commencing a tool that haunted me for a few 

years in my recovery search.   

Today as an educator, I am still gob smacked 

at the association of  sporting clubs and 

alcohol, many I think who have  a lot to 

answer for in assisting young men to pack 

their bags as they enter Alcohol and Drug 

rehabilitation centres.   

For a time, I also found solace in mountain 

bike riding, gym workouts and boogie 

boarding in the sea, until one day a giant 

weed mass decided to eat me, as the Jaws 

soundtrack played in my head. Man- made 

pools were much safer. For all exercise 

offered, it was still not running or swimming 

faster enough from that persistent pain still 

lurking in my being. The battle was still not 

over.  

This adult warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace 
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DRESSING UP PAIN 

Chapter 9 

 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in fashion and a 

new look, but that only made me more 

anxious. 
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Black hair, white hair, red hair, pink hair, 

brown hair, blonde hair, curly hair, straight 

hair, short hair…GREY HAIR!  

Long dress, short dress, pleated skirt, tight 

skirt, long dress, floral dress, striped dress, 

plain dress. 

 

For so long I was indoctrinated by the 

required acceptance of fashion sets that rolled 

through the years. If I looked the current 

style, then I was the current style. I was not 

special. I was not standing alone in an 

adorned style that people recognised as the 

unique special person I was.  

 

As a teenager I started to explore and sculpt 

my own sense of fashion identity that saw me 

noticed as a standout from the currents of 

norm in style. I wanted to stand out. I wanted 

to be noticed. I wanted to be loved. 
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I think my favourite hilarious reflection of 

style was when I discovered fabric paint. 

Combining my love of art, I splattered every 

article of clothing I could get my hands on, in 

an endeavour to look like a walking Van Gogh 

piece that everyone noticed in the Gallery of 

Life. Even my white Persian cat, who turned 

blue and pink, was not off target for my 

newfound splatter look.  

 

I pierced my ears, wore enough bangles to 

receive a daily arm workout, wrapped my 

signature head scarf on my head, perhaps to 

suppress the mind pain still bubbling, and 

strutted around like some unique ornament 

you could only find at a flea market. But like 

one of those ornaments that at the time you 

think are fabulous, they date. They do not 

give you the buzz for complete change in your 
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life as they did when you first purchased 

them.   

So, over the years I mixed my fashion in the 

blender of style. 

Alas, clothing and fashion were no more than 

a cover to keep the flies of annoying memory 

pain still trapped inside of me away. Buzzing 

ever so irritatingly. 

 

 

This adult warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace.  
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ARTING THE PAIN AWAY 

Chapter 10 

 

 

 

 

I tried to find myself in art, but that only 

made 

me more anxious. 
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Art and creative endeavours have been a 

constant in my life, without the conscious 

awareness of the real unfolding that the 

process of creativity was offering me.  

Dependent upon my life scene at the time, my 

earlier work would later unveil the search I 

was on. To find myself. Art school saw me 

creating a series of vessels that were closed. 

Each piece would see the sphere opening 

further and further to finally see a piece where 

a cone was reaching towards the light.  These 

striking pieces were me. Me, trying 

desperately to escape from this emotional 

place, I was not even aware at the time, I was 

them.  

 

But art was my friend, that was to slowly coax 

me out of the dark cave into facing my fear. 

The pieces were pleasing to the eye, and I 

naturally took great pleasure in the 
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affirmations that I was given when I unveiled 

the completed works. I was being noticed, 

and I guess I was still seeking the hunted 

message, that I was more than okay.  

 

Most uni students would have been thrilled 

with receiving High Distinctions on their final 

years of assessment.  I was to some extent, 

but in some ways the HD, was really a symbol 

of, you are still HiDing. 

At that time, what I was consciously searching 

for in art, was really only a superficial 

acceptance that my clay sculptures could offer 

me in a world I where I was trying to find 

peace.  

 

For the next few years, with my hands in clay, 

recovery was less soul destroying as it gave 

me the mind peace I was after with my hands 

moulding my emotional need to speak. I was 
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yet to discover that the greatest gift of art lay 

not in the product, but in the process.  

 

This adult warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace.  
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SHOOTING BULLETS 

Chapter 11 

 

 

 

 

I got angry at other people and I pulled 

their feathers out. 
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My bird bit me. OUCH.  

 

This was a scene that over the years in raising 

birds, I was very familiar with. Fight of flight. 

These poor little feathered beings had no way 

to escape when I needed to tend to them 

through touch, so the fight reflex manifested 

with a screech and bite. And who could blame 

them. They had no say during their cage 

existence. They had no say in who would feed, 

water and clean their environments. They had 

no say when I wanted to handle them, and 

they wanted to be left alone. Damn right they 

would fight and show anger.  

 

But did I? 

Yes 

Occasionally I would screech a song of 

nastiness towards people, that was very 

unwarranted in my early days of recovery. I 
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was angry. I was angry about the trauma that 

had happened to me, and the traumas I 

witnessed. I was angry that I was given a 

support act role in a play I had no say in. I 

was angry that no one noticed me in the way 

I wanted to be noticed.  

I was scared.  

I was fearful. 

I was angry. 

 

Although I cannot remember the fine details 

of the first professional service that I sought 

help from, I do clearly remember two things 

that assisted me in understanding myself.  

I needed to repeat the story, which at that 

point was not detailed enough to fully process, 

and I needed to release my anger as a young 

child who had every right to be angry about 

what had happened to her.   
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Again, I was being given permission to 

disclose, but this time, it was my anger.  

 

As a child I would turn inside myself when 

people were angry towards me, even if it were 

warranted anger towards me, for some 

naughty act I had done.  

But like the layers of puff pastry, combined 

with unleashed trauma anger, I was given the 

green light to rise.  

I slowly started to find my anger voice, but at 

times the anger voice was out of perspective 

with the context of the moment. I now know 

that it was that little child screaming at the 

top of her lungs for justice and love, with 

every opportunity that came her way.  

 

My earliest professional advice on how to 

manage this anger was to go to the op shop 

and buy some old plates and smash them. At 
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the time this was a great and somewhat 

hilarious ceremony, that I think would have 

seen the original owners of the Dalton china 

shop roll in their graves.  It worked…for a 

pause in my life. 

 

Over the years the newfound fight with 

people, and the damage I saw I did 

afterwards, turned more into a flight from 

people. I had returned to a child state.  

 

The fight continued, but now it was turned 

back on me.  

 

This child warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace.  
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SELF HATE 

Chapter 12 

 

 

 

I got angry at myself and I pulled my 

feathers out. 
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Deep down inside I have always had a self-

loathing about myself. I was still the cause of 

my past pain. I still saw myself as an 

instigator in my own destruction from 

childhood through to adulthood.  

I was angry at myself for every single failure 

in my journey that I alone had caused, or so 

I believed. 

So, I turned the anger upon myself.  

Some say that a possible theory of eating 

disorders, which I experienced as a young 

person, is inward turned anger. Perhaps?  

What I do know is that self-anger saw me at 

times choosing disastrous coping 

mechanisms. If I was a log, I chose fires of 

drugs, alcohol, unhealthy eating, refusal to 

exercise, rejection of interests and hobbies, 

and attraction to negative others. The perfect 

formula to burn pain, but into a fire pit of 

complete destruction. 
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Perhaps the crescendo of my complete self-

punishment, as a young woman, was at the 

time, the confused dabble into Non-Suicidal 

Self Injury. Feeble attempts at scratching my 

skin with sharp objects, followed by the fast 

track relief of pain, saw a night I will never 

forget, cut deep into my memory bank.  

Smashing glass, cutting deep into my legs, 

relief…. momentary relief. Relief from a pain 

that was now engrained in a physical mark. At 

the time I felt no pain, but being the vessel of 

pain, I hated, I let it bleed out. Relief, but only 

for a tick of the clock. The following day, 

further shame was engrained into my mind 

when I saw the gravity of the cuts I had made. 

Shame, anger, self-attack, relief. A formula 

that made no sense but added to the trite 

attempts in trying to rescue myself from 

myself, and my painful emotions. I was the 

lifesaver I could not trust.  
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Thankfully, the shock of how far I had lowered 

my self hate, saw this as a ‘do not go there 

again’ warning for me.  I did not wear these 

self-scars with pride. They only reminded me 

through the healing how sick I really was. This 

angry young woman was not who I wanted to 

be. 

 

This child warrior was still on the hunt for 

mind peace.  
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RETREAT 

Chapter 13 

 

 

 

 

I couldn't fly any more. So I hid in the 

dark 

for a very long time. 
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There are so many reasons why people wear 

masks and hide. There are so many reasons 

why people see the paths for recovery and do 

not choose them. Upon reflection and an 

attempt to make sense of my world, I guess 

shame was a huge element of wearing a 

mask.  

To the stigmas I held around mental illness, I 

applied like gunky makeup, the happy mask 

of deception. Yet, the most significant barrier 

to my healing, was education - or the lack of 

it.  

 

As a speaker I often refer to the wisdom as 

adults we have acquired whilst cooking. If we 

cut ourselves with a knife during dinner prep, 

we know how to act. We turn to address and 

assess the cut. We either choose a band aide, 

or wrap the cut and seek help, depending 

upon the depth and the severity of the injury.  
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We were taught from an early stage when we 

fell off our bikes and grazed our knees, to be 

calm and not panic. It was an injury we could 

heal. An injury that could be treated. 

But how could we, could I, recover from an 

injury that I had no awareness even existed, 

let alone a mental injury that could be treated 

that was happening to me? How could I quell 

the flood of pain, get back on my bike with 

confidence, not knowing my mental and 

emotional pain was something that could go 

away, could be healed? 

So, in the tangle of no education about mental 

illness, as a typical ignorant child of the times 

when we were not taught the inevitable lotto 

of mental illness, how could I respond and be 

healed as a result?  

I was trapped in the whirlwind of ignorance, 

the whirlwind of not understanding. The 
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whirlwind of no education about my mental 

health.  

I did not know who I was and what was 

happening to me. 

I had no perspective that as common as 

falling over bikes and grazing knees as all 

children do, my experience was also being 

experienced by thousands of others across 

the globe. Bikes, crashes - everywhere. 

Mental health challenges - everywhere. 

 

With the nature of toxic thoughts, I hid these 

subsequent emotions, convinced that it was 

all about me and my personal capacity to be 

normal. The weak, the hopeless little girl 

adult, who must be the pivot of the centre of 

torment. Shame on her  

 

So, I wore the mask. I played the great 

pretender, only occasionally showing the real 
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pain through the curtain, when the audience 

was a collect few. A few, who like me, did not 

know what to do with my pain script, and 

probably in hindsight, their own.   

But when you are the playwright, the lead 

actress, the audience, the makeup artist, in 

charge of costumes, lighting and ticket sales, 

the shows get difficult. The performance 

wears away, and you run out of costumes to 

be a new character.  

 

The beauty of this fall from the stage, was 

that vulnerability and acceptance all rolled 

into a new awakening.  

 

The child adult warrior was now naked.  
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ACCEPTANCE 

Chapter 14 

 

 

 

 

I sat and stared at me.  

In the dark I saw anxiety. 

I said hello to anxiousness. 

I sat and said hello to my fears. 
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At this point in my life, the show was coming 

to an end. At this point in the show, I did not 

want to sell tickets anymore.  

The audience was me.  

So, I cried. 

I cried. 

I cried tears on my stage.  

I cried tears of unleashed pain.  

I took a final bow.  

This final curtain scene was set in my red 

bedroom. I looked to the ceiling, alone, too 

exhausted to sleep, and I said “God if you are 

fucking there, show me.”  

He did. I slept that night with the angels.   

 

This acceptance that my acting career as a 

seemingly happy single mother was over, 

brought with it confused relief. 
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This was an extremely important and pivotal 

moment in my recovery.  

 

During this time I returned to art, and 

painted, with no expectation of what the 

canvas would reveal. Looking back, it 

definitely was not about the product, but the 

process that assisted my healing. My love of 

painting naked women began. Stripped to the 

bare elements of vulnerable strength.  

Later, I understood that what I painted was 

anxiety. 

Anxiety was my flat mate, who had in fact, for 

many years been sleeping in my room without 

me even aware of her presence. She did not 

pay rent, rather stole from me, but at least I 

began to realise her presence in my house of 

life. At the time I did not know this was her 

name, but I accepted she was in my life. I 
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knew I had a lodger inside of me. A homeless 

soul, searching also for a comfort life bed.  

But like any tenant who creates issues, the 

time for the hard conversation about her 

presence was coming.  

 

We needed to sit down and talk.  

This was going to be hard. 

 

This adult warrior was now ready for the raw 

battle of mind peace.  
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DIAGNOSIS 

Chapter 15 

 

 

 

But in time, I got to know my fears with 

the help of the Doctor bird, who 

introduced me to the Exploration bird. 
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I knew I was sick in some way. I was again 

excessively exercising, eating little, internet 

searching for a partner love fix, and sleeping 

little. Life was a crazy seesaw of emotions and 

my mind allowed the words of others to tip me 

to a hard bump on the floor, that in a right 

mind, not mine at the time, would have 

trickled like a rain drop on a leaf and 

disappeared.  

After sitting with the awareness of my 

symptoms, especially the lack of sleep that 

steals you of all sanity, I looked in the mirror.  

You must be sick? I said to my reflection 

You are sick, I said to myself. 

When you are sick, you call on a doctor. 

Call the doctor, she said. 

Call the doctor, I said. 

Hello 

Dr Google here.  
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Doctor Google and I had a chat one night. He 

allowed me to diagnose myself with every 

illness imaginable. I had Parkinsons, then 

cancer, then some heart defect, then I even 

thought I was an amputee!          

 

But the one illness that hit home on the screen 

of online self-diagnosis was the word 

‘Depression’.  

 

Earlier in my mothering life with my daughter 

I experienced Post Natal Depression, so this 

was a comfort to hear. Depression. Been 

there, done that. I could accept that.   

Although the symptoms later revealed they 

were similar, but not the same, this source of 

education gave me the confidence and 

curiosity to act. Marching towards the phone, 

I called for a General Practitioner.  I saluted 

my efforts and waited for the appointment.  
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And wasn’t it a DURRRR moment! 

This was what as a child I called the ‘Durr’ 

moment. Some call it the ‘Dong’ moment, 

when a drop of wisdom enters your brain that 

should have been bleatingly obvious. 

 

As luck would have it, or a predetermined plan 

as I later discovered, the only doctor I could 

get to see was a woman. In all my life I had 

never considered the gender of a GP as an 

important safety issue related to my recovery. 

Historically I had only ever seen male doctors. 

The family doctor was a man. You always saw 

the family doctor. But as the plan would have 

it, I was now entering the healing room of a 

woman. A woman just like me.  

 

Waiting in the reception area. Name called. 

Julie Dymke. Walk to the room. Kind 

introductions. Query on illness.  
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I began to cry. Why was I crying? Where was 

my mask? I must have left it in the waiting 

room. More tears. 

Kindness. Permission. Take a breath.  

Eventually I was able, through spluttered 

gargled tear talk, to say, I thought I had 

depression.  

Kindness. Approval. Normality, all offered by 

this Doctor Woman. I was safe.  

This Doctor Woman went on to be my new 

Sergeant who would direct me to the General, 

the one who would assist me in saving myself 

from myself.  

 

This adult warrior was marching into the final 

battle towards mind peace.  
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HELLO POST TRAUMATIC 

STRESS DISORDER 

Chapter 16 

 

 

 

 

 

I started to understand myself. 
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After beginning a Mental Health Care Plan as 

suggested by the Doctor Woman GP in finding 

specialist psychological support, I took control 

of my mission. This time, unlike when I was a 

teen who first saw a clinical mental health 

specialist, I would make this choice alone. I 

was in control. 

Like shopping for a brand-new outfit, I had a 

mall of mental health psychologists to choose 

from. I was filled with choice. I was filled with 

power. 

Which one to choose, as google, and the 

pamphlets were offering me so many luscious 

choices?  

What I saw were marketing words that 

perhaps deep down had some meaning for 

me. Words that had a neon brain impact- 

Specializing in Eating Disorders and Child 

Abuse.  

Found you.   
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I entered.  

Again, a woman. Again, a kind woman.  

Over the course of a quick synopsis, I was 

requested to complete a clinical assessment. 

The end results – I had Severe Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder.   

Me? I am not a war veteran. But I was. My 

war was with my past. My war was in my 

mind, spilling into the battlefield of day to day 

existence.  

 

Through varies sessions and treatment styles, 

which had their benefit in their time and place, 

further challenges arose. I was safely 

provoked to follow my guide, until finally 

walking a massive flight of stairs, thinking it’s 

time to go back down to the ground floor café 

and rest, I stopped. 
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Through the gentle encouragement of this 

kind Doctor General, she invited me with 

words to keep climbing.  

 “You are not digging deep enough into your 

past.”  I was told. 

I was awakened to see my avoidance. I was 

continually skirting around the hot bath of my 

early trauma, only dipping my toe in to feel 

enough heat, describe enough heat, then 

retreat. 

Over the rigorous course of psychological 

sessions, I was invited to partake in an EMDR 

treatment (Eye Movement Destination and 

Reprocessing). I was invited to enter what I 

thought was a bath that would burn me. I was 

given material to read. To understand. To be 

educated in my treatment. This General was 

excellent! To this day I will always be so 

moved by the gift of her professionalism and 

kindness to me.   
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In short, with three intense sessions where 

my eyes flicked back and forward following 

her finger, my mind and conversation were 

taken back to ‘me’ as a traumatised child. I 

lived, smelled, breathed, tasted, cried, the 

hurt memories I had avoided for 35 years of 

my life. Three sessions were all it took for my 

mind to embrace, reprogram, and re position 

myself in relation to these memories.  

Much of this treatment is surreal, just as a 

dream which is the nature of this processing 

treatment, but I do remember a pivotal 

moment in the final EMDR session, where I 

cried across my battlefield, 

 

 “I am not a victim. I am a survivor!”  

 

I left the emotional lodger at the door and 

went home. 
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RECOVERY 

Chapter 17 

 

 

My feathers started to grow back. 

Exploring exercise started to help. 

Exploring music started to help. 

Exploring art started to help. 

My family helped, 

my friends helped, sleep and good food 

helped, but most of all finding my higher 

power...saw me find myself 
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The next few weeks I accepted that mental 

illness had been a significant silent partner of 

my whole life. It had invested too much of 

my shine. Like any old friend, it would and 

will be easy for me to allow mental illness to 

re-enter, so I began the journey to create a 

life of recovery.  

The Model of Recovery for each person has 

various meaning. I started to develop my own 

script and terminology for my recovery.  

Recovery is the wheel of science intertwined 

with self. 

I was beginning to learn the facts of research 

of what promotes and protects us as a 

strategic battle plan, such as exercise, 

interests, sound connections and the like. All 

of which I had dabbled in over the course of 

my life. 
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But I had not spent years battling my 

responses to mental pain, to only find the 

answer in a textbook of researched outcomes.  

Recovery was far deeper for me.  

What was it that made me? I asked.    

At this point of recovery, I had identified the 

centre axle as the word ‘hope’. This hope was 

to be the current that would send ripples to 

the  re-surge of my wellbeing. What was this 

hope we all so pathetically at times crawl 

towards? What was that hope I tried 

desperately to find in the world gifts, whose 

sparkle had dissipated like fine drops on a 

garden leaf?  

I found Hope in spirituality.  

Since the red room cry for help, I look back 

and am enormously thankful for the power of 

God working in my life from the moment I said 

‘Take over’. Like slow moving ants, people, 

opportunities, moments, peace all rolled into 
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each other in a slow progressive way that I 

started to see true Hope in my life. 

I now had a belief beyond the mental health 

treatments I had been previously offered, to 

take the reins of faith and gallop. Hope was 

handing over the pain and accepting the long 

battle as a predetermined choice to do 

something with the design of the person I had 

become, and I was becoming.  

This hope allowed the cogs of life to turn and 

brought true energy to all the research of 

eating well, connecting with others, 

exercising, expressing myself in art and all the 

other creative endeavours.  

Hope was a renewed faith. Hope was leaving 

the battle, and allowing the greatest of all 

army personnel to take charge, when the 

inevitable battles of the mind would one day 

return. 
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This adult warrior was indeed in a real battle 

of mind peace, but comforted by the fact, that 

now the battle was not a futile grapple for 

momentary peace, but a pre orchestrated 

song, for a life of purpose. 
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ANXIETY RELATIONSHIP 

Chapter 18 

 

 

Now I fly with my anxious self  

inside of me. 
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As a mental health educator with my own 

business The Anxious Bird, and as president 

of the mental health festival Art of The 

Minds, I know people often view me as the 

“She has it all together mentally person.”  

In a way I do. I know the model of recovery 

that keeps me strong.  

 I also know the importance of ongoing 

education in my own recovery, as I still 

endeavour to trial new research armoury all 

of the time. 

I also know that every moment is a part of my 

recovery life. I also know I have a choice, as 

one of the chosen ones, to share, or not to 

share my story. To share my healing. My 

recovery.   
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I am and always will be the adult warrior, 

chosen and accepting of sharing my battle for 

mind peace.  

 

But that does not mean that from time to time 

my sense of mental wellbeing is not 

challenged with the expected arrival of life 

and its experiences. I too have a threshold. I 

too stand sometimes on the cliff and feel like 

spreading my winds to fly away.  

 

What I have learnt is that at these times, I 

need not fear the anxiety inside of me, but 

rather be aware of its presence, clip or nurture 

my wings with my tools of wellbeing, and stop 

the flight response. In this way I keep anxiety 

inside of me, not allowing it to encroach into 

my world.  

 

I fear thee not anxiety.  
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HOPE 

Chapter 19 

 

 

 

I’m not looking for it anymore... 

and that's okay, because I know just 

where it is, 

and I'm in control of it. Most of the time. 

Sometimes it comes out to fly and that's 

okay too. 
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The greatest fears are the fear of the mind. 

The fear of the unknown. The moment the 

doctor says there is something wrong with 

you and we need to do tests. 

 Silence. 

 A pause.  

A holding of the breath as our mind swirls with 

toxic possibilities around our diagnosis.  

That was a short description of the self-

diagnosis that the unequipped sufferer of 

mental illness will travel though when self-

diagnosing without knowledge of mental 

illness. 

I spent years surmising that the root cause of 

my happiness was myself.  

If someone told me as a young teenager that 

I was going to travel a tunnel of pain, 

confusion, self-torment and loss of the light 

that keeps the tunnel safe, only to be who I 

am today, I would have laughed.  
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But the joke was to be on me. In my mental 

wellbeing journey, I would never take back 

any element of the map, for through the 

rough terrains of recovery I found my 

answers.  

I discovered the education map of healing. I 

was once only the educated. I now am also 

the Educator.  

 

My recovery made me who I am today. 

 

Every battle needs people behind the scenes, 

strategizing and calculating the defence. As a 

mental health educator and a promoter of 

mental wellbeing, I am that person in this 

army, supporting self and others to reap the 

rewards of victory in mental wellbeing. 

 

Although I have presented at conferences, 

written a children’s book and developed a 
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month-long festival, none of this gave me 

greater pleasure and insight to my work, until 

I was offered the opportunity to present to 

researchers who, like little mice, nibble away 

at the possible causes of mental illness. After 

the presentation, a particular test-tube 

looking guy, who was head of a research 

department said to me,  

“What you did today in sharing your story is 

exactly what we researchers need. A reminder 

that the test tube we are looking at is a person 

who is real, with a life that is just as valuable 

as the one holding the test tube.”  

I hope others, other soldiers of the battle with 

a lived experience, are there in my place in 

following years, as the scientists gather for 

their yearly show and tell session.   
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If I could return, I would tell these scientists 

and researchers, as any deliverer of good 

news in a battle would do, the truth. 

All the mood, exercise, food, sleep, chemicals, 

and connections are excellent tools in finding 

mental wellbeing, but you are missing the 

centre of the cell of wellness. 

 

 Hope.  

 

Hope is what gives people true recovery 

progress and makes sense of all of the other 

tools in recovery. Hope is defined in so many 

ways for so many people, but for me, hope is 

as a power beyond any test tube. 

Hope in handing the battle over and reaping 

the rewards of acceptance, true 

normalisation, and strength in vulnerability.  

Hope that in the moments that I may feel a 

surge of anxiety, I know how to respond.  
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Hope in handing over my pain.  

 

Hope I finally found in my faith, where I know 

and feel and experience, that God has my 

back. This God, who I found one night in my 

red bedroom. Fatigued, tired and exhausted 

with the emotional backpack I had carried for 

years, I cried for help. Help came that night 

in blissful sleep, then slowly, like an ant 

quietly carrying a heavy load, my load was 

gradually removed. I began to receive 

numerous and remarkable practical blessings 

that enabled me to manage life and all its 

demands. I could afford the clothes we wore, 

pay the bills, continue working, feed my 

family and laugh. Life was joy.  

  

Commencing – feebly at first - my study of 

God’s word, I was ensured that these 
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blessings were not pot-luck gifts, but rather 

gifts from God Himself.  

  

Look at the birds of the air, for they neither 

sow nor reap nor gather into barns: yet your 

heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of 

more value than they? 

Mathew 6 26 

  

Scripture, the word, the bible, began, in time, 

to give me a sense of trust that God planned 

this whole journey for me.  

  

And so, content then in my single life, 

surrounded by a bevy of beautiful friends and 

family in a home where I felt angels flying, I 

was yet to be given the most precious gift of 

all. One of God’s other chosen children.  
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Orchestrated by my sister and God, I now 

know, she walked the Camino de Santiago, a 

known place of miracles, where she laid a 

cross bearing my name on it and prayed for a 

miracle for me. She prayed I would find a 

partner to share in God’s glory as she had. On 

her return, with the cross she later gave to 

me, my third husband entered my world.  

  

Words are feeble in describing the adoration I 

have for this man who I know would lay his 

life down for me, as Christ did for us. He 

embraced my painful past, my then still at 

times confused perception of relationships 

and love, and togetherness. We have rolled in 

the meadows, laughing, loving, crying, 

screaming, holding each other. He was and is 

the final blessing I was to receive, that I had 

always hoped for. My husband, my love.  
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God knew in time this husband would enter 

my life, but God needed my time, His time, to 

allow Him to enter first.  

  

Later in our path together, we had a planned 

timely meeting of our now close friends at a 

dinner party. We were instantly attracted to 

this couple by their love for one another. They 

casually extended to us an invitation to come 

to their church. My first thought as I entered 

this church, with seated Christian Surfers 

was, ‘I am home.’  

  

In time I became a church member. In time I 

held my husband’s hand at church. In time, I 

was baptised again, but this time I was not a 

child who had no say, but an adult who chose 

to let God into my life unconditionally.  
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As I walked into the sea with my Pastor, the 

crashing waves that blanketed me, reminded 

me of the power of God in all my life. I was 

and always had been a precious shell in a 

huge sea of life. I had attempted to battle this 

sea, alone for years, until I accepted and 

understood the tide of life was in His hands. I 

simply have to float through the moments of 

life and trust Him.  

  

Today, before I rise from our bed of comfort, 

I read a meditation, and I pray. Today before 

I speak, I silently ask for a prayer that the 

Holy Spirit will give me the words to impact 

the hearts of others, so they want what I and 

other believers have. Hope. Today and every 

day I will continue to share my lived 

experience story, unashamedly announcing 

my King as the centre of recovery peace for 

me and you. Today I am actively involved in 
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creative pursuits with my church family. 

Today I continue to sleep in peace with the 

most beautiful winged creatures surrounding 

me. The Angels.  

 

I do not have to hold onto Him for this hope, 

in the way that through my whole life I held 

onto other things, for through it all, He has 

held me.  
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SWEET RECOVERY 

Chapter 20 

 

 

 

 

But most of the time I’m happy,  

singing and flying 

 on the recovery road. 
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Lolly night on a Friday night, as we eagerly 

anticipated Dad bringing us a special bag of 

goodies, was a night I remembered so well as 

a young child. Anticipation of my favourite 

sweets. Yum. 

Today my recovery is sweet. Recovery for me 

means a whole lot of pockets, all full of 

goodies, like a mixed bag of lollies. 

Sometimes they are all jumbled together in 

the same moment, just like a melted block of 

chocolate favourites.  

When the sweet recovery bags become 

empty, I know what I need to do. 

 

 I fill them. 

 

My ten major goodies in my sweet recovery 

are quite simple: 
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1. Birds- Ping Pong my pet African 

Ringneck and my feathered garden 

angels 

2. People- People I love- My husband who 

I adore, family and positive friends 

3. Work- Living as a Mental Health 

Educator combined with a good work 

life balance  

4. Music- every day – wherever I am, with 

whatever I do  

5. Exercise and Sleep- yoga, golf, 

swimming, walking the dogs 

6. Fashion- My tattoos as reminders of 

important things  

7. Art- painting vulnerable nude women 

8. Mindfulness- Morning and bath time 

meditations, yoga, gardening 

9. Clinical support- My hand full of 

professional female helpers there if I 

need them 
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The Centre, and the best sweet lolly in the bag 

of recovery. The one we all want and need….. 

 

10. HOPE - Faith in GOD  
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About Jules  

As an accomplished conversationalist in 

mental health education,  a Principal Master 

Mental Health First Aid Instructor and 

President of the Not for Profit Charity Festival 

, Art of the Minds, Jules is passionate about 

sharing her story of mental illness both as a 

working professional and a person with lived 

experiences of mental illness.  

 

She takes the myths and fictitious beliefs 

about mental illness, and weaves readers into 

understanding that our mental health 

challenges, sees us not that different from 

each other after all.  

Jules’s personal story reflects the often futile 

fixes we search for in managing our mental 
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health wellbeing and recovery, until we  

embrace strength based and person-centred 

approaches in dealing with mental health 

challenges as reflected in her own story of 

Hope and recovery . 

The Anxious Bird was first released as a prose 

and photographic book in 2015, but ISO 

allowed time for this more detailed outline of 

Recovery for Jules.  

Jules has also published her children’s book, 

Chirpee’ s Choice- The Anxious Bird and is 

currently working on her next novel. 

  

Jules lives in Torquay Victoria, with her parrot 

Ping Pong, 3 dogs, Bella, Maggie and Milo, her 

hubby Chris, and kids that waft happily in and 

out when they need something. Even just 

Mumsie time!  

If she’s not writing, you’ll find her painting her 

nude ladies in the studio. 
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The Thankyou bit: 

 

Special thanks to my family for supporting me in 

all my journeys and those yet to come.  

 

To my HUSBAND whom I ADORE and will be 

forever grateful, that God gave you to me.   

 

And thank you to you, the reader, for taking the 

time to share my story with me. 

 

 Now go and live your story knowing that you are 

not alone, and your story is one of the many, 

that makes this world so marvellous.   

 

 

Blessings 

The Anxious Bird  

Jules  
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